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Count the moments.
Life is now.
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THE QUICKSILVER RANGE 
PERFECTLY BLENDS FUN AND 
STYLE WITH PRACTICALITY AND 
SAFETY 

The water awaits. 

Destined to delight your senses, Quicksilver Boats combine style 

that ignites your passion for adventure with the confidence of 

exceptional design. Set out to explore from sunrise to sunset 

with friends and family – limited only by your imagination. 

Chart your course where you feel like you belong, at the helm 

with all the tech you want and none of the clutter. Treat yourself 

and your loved ones to comfort-focused cockpits and cruise-

ready hulls designed by experienced naval engineers. 

Take the plunge. 

Live in the moment with a Quicksilver Boat, brought to you by 

the Brunswick Boat Group.
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SMART EDITION:
THE BEST WAY TO GET
THE OPTIONS YOU NEED

People are different.

So why should every boat be the same?

We have designed our boats for optimal use, but we know 

that everyone has their own preferences. That’s why we are 

introducing the Smart Edition.

The Smart Edition gives you what you need:

a variety of option sets that are most frequently requested by 

our customers. So you can be sure you get the options you want.

In addition to all of that you save an average of 10% when 

compared to ordering options separately and this edition is 

probably already available at your local dealer right now.



Welcome to the Bowrider 
Range
Get a kick out of the wind in your hair, no matter where you 

choose to sit – the blissful feeling of freedom is guaranteed 

aboard the Quicksilver Bowrider range, bow or cockpit. 

Perfect for towing inflatables with giggling children (and 

adults!) or a cruise around your local lakes and rivers, the-

re’s an ideal boat in the Bowrider range for everyone to en-

joy.

When the mood shifts to entertaining, conversations hap-

pen easily in both the convertible cockpit and the spacious 

bow sun lounge. Kick back for a sunbathing session or take 

the plunge off the swim platforms. The whole family is safe 

and secure aboard every Bowrider model with high free-

board.
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675 
Bowrider
IN TOUCH WITH THE WATER

The 675 Bowrider is a great boat to stay in touch with 

the water. Up to 7 people pick a spot in the bow area 

or in the cockpit. Not a single inch of deck surface 

is left unused, yet the designers still found a way to 

integrate a compact, functional cabin.

Max Power (HP/kW)
225/165

CE Category 
C7

Beam Overall
2,46 m

Length Overall 
6,40 m

Fuel Capacity
230 l
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SAFETY

Safety begins at the helm station with space for optional hardware such as a GPS/

chart plotter, Active Trim and Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control to get better handling 

and performance. The Mercury engine ensures a sporty and reliable handling from 

115 up to 225 HP. A deep cockpit and high freeboard at the bow allow everyone to 

move around safely.

COMFORT 

A bow access door with a drain system keeps the cockpit dry. A conveniently 

designed portside walkway makes it easy to go from stern to bow and back with no 

level difference between both areas and the whole surface remains at your disposal. 

Piloting comfort is a given thanks to twin bolster seats on a polyester pedestal base 

and twin cup holders. Cheers!

VERSATILITY 

Whether at your favourite spot or stopping for a quick break, the 675 Bowrider is 

perfect. Switch the position of the backrest to face the water on the aft seat, or mount 

the dinner table. Better yet, convert the cockpit area and/or the bow into large sun 

lounges. In the cabin, you decide what to add: a pull-out sea toilet, a sink, a fridge 

drawer or all of the above.

STORAGE 

The 675 Bowrider has storage underneath the swim platform, the aft seat and the 

cockpit seats. All of that space is available for whatever you want to bring on board. 

Do you also want a bimini with enclosure? If so, there’s integrated storage that 

facilitates quick deployment.

Scan the QR-code to visit our 
online configurator
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1. Large swim platforms and motor well step 
for easy access to both sides of transom 
single engine configuration up to 225 HP

2. Sun lounge with easy water access 

3. Cabin with optional pull out marine toilet

4. Versatile cockpit area suitable for dining

5. Bow to stern walkthrough. Deep cockpit to 
ensure children’s and adult’s safety when 
moving around the boat

6. Sociable bow area that can be converted 
to sun lounge

Key features
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605 
Bowrider
FUELLED FOR ADVENTURE

The redesigned 605 Bowrider doesn’t just 

look more streamlined. The model also has 

gotten longer and wider, giving you more 

space on board. On top, it has become an even 

better companion to discover remote places. 

Why is that? Its fuel tank is now the largest in its 

category!

Max Power (HP/kW)
150/110

CE Category 
C6

Beam Overall
2,34 m

Length Overall 
6,00 m

Fuel Capacity
160 l
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SAFETY

An accessible step-out area with bow rails makes it easy and safe to get in and out of 
the bow. At the back, a large swim platform with motor well step provides access on 
both sides. Once on board, security is guaranteed by the deep cockpit, high railings, 
and a drain system that keeps the cockpit dry. It is safe for both adults and kids to 
walk around the 605 Bowrider.

COMFORT 

Both the pilot and co-pilot seats are mounted on a polyester pedestal base for 
improved comfort. You’ll also enjoy the sport steering wheel, hydraulic steering, and 
SmartCraft instruments, making it easier to handle the boat and to keep an eye on 
all engine diagnostics. At your destination, dine in style at the cockpit table at a either 
real teak or laminated top.

VERSATILITY 

With space for up to 6 people, turn both bow and cockpit into spacious sun lounges. 
The new bow sun lounge system is easier to set up and doesn’t involve any loose 
parts. Do you prefer action and speed? Then go for the optional ski tow arch or the 
wakeboard tower. With Mercury engines up to 150 HP, you are sure to add some 
thrills to your day.

STORAGE 

You’ll find a storage space for small items in front of the co-pilot seat and a second 
storage area is integrated in the console. Fender storage is now located against 
the freeboard, so you no longer have to open up all storage spaces looking for the 
fenders at the last minute. 

Scan the QR-code to visit our 
online configurator
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1. Versatile cockpit area suitable for 
cruising, dining and sunbathing with easy 
deployable sun lounge

2. Single engine configuration from 100 up to 
150 HP

3. Unique bow drain system avoids water to 
accumulate and flow into the cockpit

4. Ergonomic helm with SmartCraft 
instrumentation with mounting space for 
optional 7” GPS/Chart plotter

5. Versatile bow area to relax and socialize; 
the bow area converts into a sun lounge 

6. Optional wakeboard tower or ski arch for 
water sports

Key features
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555 
Bowrider
SPONTANEOUS, SPORTY, 
IRRESISTIBLE

Rarely has the phrase “small but mighty” been so 

appropriate to describe a boat. With an overall 

length of 5.33 metres, this boat is the smallest one 

in our bowrider family. But it is one that knows how 

to punch well above its weight, thanks to its fuel tank 

capacity and powerful engine configuration. Don’t 

forget to take advantage of the cockpit sun lounge 

that can be deployed within seconds. 

Max Power (HP/kW)
115/84,6

CE Category 
C6

Beam Overall
2,17 m

Length Overall 
5,33 m

Fuel Capacity
110 l
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SAFETY

Safety always comes first, which is why this bowrider has  high railings, hand rails, a 

bow walkthrough and a deep cockpit. Everyone feel safe as they can move around 

freely or when they are seated. With Mercury engine configurations ranging from 80 

to 115 HP you can count on a sporty driving experience and safe handling.

COMFORT

Relaxation is key on the 555 Bowrider, and both the bow and cockpit can be onverted 

into a sun lounge. Driving confidently thanks to standard hydraulic steering, and pilot 

from comfortable swivel seats and integrated footrests. And with the extra-large fuel 

tank that can hold up to 110 litres, go further without having to think about refueling.

VERSATILITY

Enjoy water sports, partying with friends or simply soaking up the sun. At the stern, a 

stylish ski tow arch rests above the cockpit area , and a dining corner can be converted 

into a sun lounge by lowering the backbench. The laminated teak table adds a classy 

touch, and the bow seating area can also be converted into a sun lounge.

STORAGE

No need to compromise about what you can carry onboard. Clever storage 

compartments make sure all your belongings stay safe and out of sight. Find large 

storage lockers underneath the seats in the bow and cockpit as well as in both 

consoles, and small items can be stored in the dashboard on the co-pilot’s side.

Scan the QR-code to visit our 
online configurator
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1. Convertible sun lounge in bow section

2. Single engine configuration from 80 up to 
115 HP

3. Large swim platforms and motor well step 
for easy access to both sides of transom 

4. Co-pilot storage for small items and 
optional refrigerator

5. Cockpit sun lounge and bimini

6. Ergonomic helm with SmartCraft 
instrumentation with mounting space for 
optional 7” GPS/Chart plotter

Key features
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Model Specifications
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675 Bowrider 605 Bowrider 555 Bowrider

Model Specifications

Length Overall (M) 6,40 6,00 5,33

Length of Hull (M) 6,20 5,76 5,11

Height - Without Canvas (M) 1,83 1,75 1,61

Draft Hull (M) 0,47 0,45 0,36

CE Design Category C C C

Maximum Power (HP) 225 150 115

Water Capacity (L) 45 32  / 

Maximum Load 840 725 640

Length Overall Max with Options (M) 6,48 6,02 5,36

Beam Overall (M) 2,46 2,34 2,17

Dry Weight (Kg) 1.274 989 822

Fuel Capacity (L) 230 160 110

Maximum Number of People 7 6 6

Maximum Power (kW) 165 110 84,6

OB Shaft Length XL XL L
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675 Bowrider 605 Bowrider 555 Bowrider

Cockpit Shower X X -

Real teak cockpit table X - -

Cockpit Comfort Pack X X XCockpit Table with Laminated Top - - X

LED Courtesy Lights X - -

Mooring kit X X -

Cockpit Comfort Pack X X XRefrigerator X X -

Bow Walkthrough Door - - X

Simrad GPS/Chart Plotter Cruise 7 - X X

Stereo Fusion with 2 speakers X X X

Electronic Pack

Bimini - X X

Cockpit sun lounge X X X

Cockpit Comfort Pack X X X

Forward sun lounge - - X

Electronic Pack X - -

Smart Edition

Simrad GPS/Chart Plotter Cruise 9 X - -

Cockpit Comfort Pack X X XStarboard Flip Seat X - -
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675 Bowrider 605 Bowrider 555 Bowrider

Mercury F115 / F115 CT - X X

Mercury F80 - - X

Mercury 175 V6 X - -

Mercury 225 V6 X - -

Cockpit Comfort Pack X X XMercury F100 / F100 CT - - X

Mercury 200 V6 X - -

Mercury F150 X X -

Choose among our vast range of robust and powerful Mercury, Mercury Mercruiser or Mercury Diesel engines, the most appreciated of all time. 
You’ll have the very best and most up-to-the-minute engine power to take your boat out to enjoy the delights of the water. Moreover, you will 
benefit from a national and international network of dealers for service. 

Additionally, a five-year warranty programme is applicable for all eligible Mercury outboard engines*. The programme will be offered to owners 
of new Mercury outboard engines**. The warranty applies to Mercury Verado® and FourStroke engines purchased in Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa and the CIS region. 

The five years of comprehensive factory-backed coverage includes labour for failures caused by defects in material or workmanship. What’s 
more, the new warranty is transferable if the engine is sold within the five-year period. The warranty applies to recreational use only. 

* Conditions and exclusions apply. ** Provided that all extended warranty conditions are met

Engine Specifications
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Count the moments.
Life is now.



© 2023 Brunswick Marine in EMEA. All Rights Reserved.

Brunswick Marine in EMEA continuously explores means to impro-
ve the products it designs, manufactures and distributes. Every 
eff ort is made to produce sales and service literature which is 
current. Changes to specifications of engines, boats and ac-
cessories are ongoing. This brochure should not be regarded 
as a precise guide to the latest specifi cations. This brochure 
is also not an off er for sales of any particular engine, boat 
or accessory. Distributors and dealers are not agents of 
Brunswick Marine in EMEA or one of its affi liates and they 
have no authority to bind Brunswick Marine in EMEA by 
any express undertaking or representation, including but 
not limited to representations of product, sales, appli-
cations or service nature. Not all products are available 
in all countries and some are available only in limited 
quantities. Some products shown in this catalogue are 
equipped with optional accessories. Please see your 
local dealer.G
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The quality system of 

Brunswick Marine in EMEA

is ISO 9001:2008 certified.


